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Once you’ve created your .jpg overlay these 
green underlined texes on top of the white 
boxes inside the helpful links.

Once you’ve created your .jpg for your current 
newsletter graphics, slide these over and overlay 
these orange boxes over the SPCA, Boys and 
Girls, and TAP  icons and change the color of the 
shape from orange to transparent and the outline 
of the shape to transparent (click on each chape 
to change their color). 

Once you’ve created your .jpg for your current newlsetter 
graphics, slide these over and overlay these orange boxes 
over the red calendar, team picture, blue 45 min, and 
dancing woman icons and then right click while they are 
all highlighted and change the color of the shape from 
orange to transparent and the outline of the shape to 
transparent.
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Meet our TEAM

We’ve got your back and
Safety First!

20
20

Essentially speaking, we’re back and we’ve got your back! It 
has been a month since our soft re-open. Our well thought out 
and executed plan went as expected and we have the 
confidence of our visitors that we’ll continue to look out for their 
healh and safety while visiting in the times of Covid-19. 

At our clinic each massage room is equipped with a filter unit 
that helps capture and filter virus particles. The units we 
purchased are MedifyAir unit MA-18. 

Face masks are required by all parties at all times while in the 
office. This reduces exposure when in shared office space 
environments. We understand that this may be difficult for 
some and as an alternative solution, a “hammock” (think of it 
like a mask for the head rest) can be used while face down and 
the entire massage can even be peformed while face down.

Stay in touch with us on Facebook

Website: www.HandsOnHealthNC.com
Ph: 919.854.9555
Text: 919-694-1354
Email: massagetherapy@handsonhealthnc.com
Self schedule online: 

Click to book

We have added additional cleaning protocols, including using Protex 
disinfectant spray and have covered all treatment surfaces with plastic 
so that the sprayed surfaces can be easily wiped down. The table is 
still draped in clean sheets and the tables are heated for comfort. 

All team members go through a health screening prior to their shift. If 
you are immune compromised we would like you to consult with us by 
phone before coming in so that we can answer any other questions 
you may have about risk and safety measures. 

Is Your Schedule Currently In Flux?
As much as a predictable schedule is appreciated by us all, these 
unusual times may need us all to make room for schedule flexibility. If 
you are unable to plan ahead, don’t hesitate to call same day. We have 
openings and several team members can assist you. The earlier you 
call, the better your chances of booking but don’t hesitate to check in 
any time. Allow other team members to help you out at the last minute. 
We all have our favorite person to work with us but why not add a 
additional therapist to your favorites list? 

Text to book: 919-694-1354
Self book: 

https://go.booker.com/location/hohcary 
Call to book: 919-854-9555

Email to book: 
massagetherapy@handsonhealthnc.com

Thank you to everyone for reaching out to 
check in on us. Times are hard for everyone 
and we really appreciate your thoughtfulness 
and checking in to see how we’re all doing. On 
behalf of the whole team, we want to say one 
big collective THANK YOU!
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added Thursday sessions to her schedule in addition to her Sunday 
sessions. Check out Sally's posts on the Hands on Health Facebook 
page to stay connected with updates, tips, and upcoming events such 
as these two: Saturday March 2nd 4pm-6pm Meet the Acupuncture 
Tea Time with rejuvenating herbal tea, free mini treatment, and 
pulse/tongue/facial diagnoses. Saturday March 23rd 4pm-6pm 
Ayurveda & Chinese plant Medicine: How to balance your life based on 
your specific dosha. Featuring a free delicious home cooked dish to 
harmonize all dosha types and free dosha diagnosis and FAQ.

  Acupuncture with 
Sally Raspberry

3/2 Meet the Acupuncturist Tea Time
See article below for details

3/10 Daylight Savings
Don’t forget to turn the clocks forward

3/16 Macrame Hanging Workshop

3/18 Health Partner Meet & Greet 
We are networking with health providers 
in the Triangle area, providing a more 
comprehensive approach to your well 
being.  Share our event with your provider 
and stop by any time 8-11am and 5p-8p. 

3/23 Macrame Hanging Workshop

3/23 Ayurveda & Chinese Plant Medicine

3/31 Easter

HELPING HANDS
Spring  2024

As you may have heard, Sally is taking 
the next step in her journey and we 
couldn't be happier for her! Sally has

Upcoming March Events

Macrame involves the meditative repetitive use 
of foundational knots. Join us one afternoon 
March 16th or 23rd 1pm-3pm and be amazed 
at what you created! It’s the perfect size to hold 
an egg for Easter, a succulent or an air plant 
(available for purchase). The instructor Colette 
will guide you through the macrame process. 
$35 2hr class, pay in advance by calling the 
office 919-854-9555

Macrame Hanging 
Workshop 
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Chocolate Pudding
Serves 4

1 lg avocado

1.5 lg ripe bananas

2-3 T sweetener (maple syrup, 
sugar, agave)

½ c cocoa powder

2-3 T water (if needed)

Add the above ingredients to 
blender, blitz until completely 
smooth, adjust consistency with 
water or sweetener. Enjoy!

Did you miss out on last 
month's intriguing puzzle 

posts on Facebook? 
Don't worry, grab one 
while waiting at your 

next appointment!

Follow us on Facebook 
for valuable tips, updates 
and valuable information 
to enhance your everyday 

life

  919-694-1354

  919-854-9555

Nov/Dec 2023

Visit The Online Booking Site
massagetherapy@handsonhealthnc.com

Booking 
Resources

Meet our 
Therapists

NC LMBT 
Resources

Appointment 
Request

Every Tuesday and Thursday 
in February, we have been 
exploring a therapists’ 
knowledge of connecting the 
art of massage to a deeper 
understanding of muscle 
anatomy. If you aren’t caught 
up on our mini series, be sure 
to check it out.

Stay tuned for our upcoming 
mini-series in March, where 

we'll unveil the benefits of 
collaborating with healthcare 

providers. Your well-being 
matters, and we're excited to 
share how this collaboration 

can make a difference in your 
health journey.
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